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Anyone who appreciates a bathroom that is characterized by elegance and perfection will be delighted to discover that our accessories feature
those same exact qualities. Elegance and premium quality are also reflected in all the fine details. Aesthetic highlights include the shelves, towel
holders, soap dispensers, and even the robe hooks.

treasure trove for those who simply love to discover the extraordinary, hidden among ordinary
everyday things. This is primarily thanks to the timeless, high-quality design. Moreover, the Axor Universal Accessories
collection offers a modular range of products consisting of elements that make life easier and more comfortable in the bathroom,
whether you use them as individual solutions or combine them with one another. This cross-collection range of products can be seamlessly

The Axor Universal Accessories collection is a

integrated into a wide variety of room ambiences.
These products were developed for the Axor brand in conjunction with long-standing design partner

Antonio Citterio.

Axor Universal Accessories
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Shelf For wall mounting & mounting on a rail (length: 12 inches)

Towel Bar/Rail, Long (length: 35 inches)

Towel Bar/Rail, Medium (length: 27 inches)

Towel Bar/Rail, Short (length: 14.5 inches)

Soap Dispenser with Integrated Shelf
For wall mounting & mounting on a rail

Hook

Twelve accessories alone will offer you a multitude of design options. The accessories are chrome-plated, with
highlights of white glass and mirrored glass, and the timeless quality of their design ensures seamless integration
into any bathroom style: Their smooth edges make them pleasant to the touch, while the clear lines create an
overall high-quality impression on the wall. Glass is particularly suitable for use in the bathroom because it is
hygienic, easy to clean and scratch-resistant. The Axor Universal Accessories can be combined in a variety of
ways, and go perfectly with Axor brand bathroom collections. Please find below some example solutions.

Dual Towel Bar
Arms can be swiveled independently (length: 16 inches)

Soap Dish
For wall mounting & mounting on a rail

Shower Basket
For wall mounting & mounting on a rail

Tumbler
For wall mounting & mounting on a rail

/ Range /
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Toilet Paper Holder
For wall mounting & mounting in combination
with a soap dish or shelf

Toilet Brush with Holder
For wall mounting

Axor Universal Accessories
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[1]

[3]

[2]

[5]

/ Family-Friendly /
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Sophisticated washbasin solutions guarantee that adults and children can both be
comfortable in the bathroom. Children can enjoy their own accessories, making them
feel on par with the adults. Shelves, mirrors and hooks, for example, can be placed
where they are easy to reach — ideally positioned to suit the height of the user. If
needed, the accessories can be rearranged or even supplemented by other elements.
Not only is this arrangement practical, it also has considerable aesthetic appeal.

[1] Hooks — can be positioned at various heights to suit multiple users
[2] Dual Towel Bar — each arm can be swivelled independently
[3] Soap Dispenser with Integrated Shelf — can be easily operated with one
hand, thanks to the ergonomic handle design
[4] Towel Bar/Rail, Medium with Shelf and Tumbler — installed at a convenient
height for children and adults
[5] Axor Bouroullec 2-Hole Faucet with handle installed on the front of the
washbasin — easy for children to reach and operate

[4]

[1]

[4]
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[4]

[2]

/Functional Design /
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How can someone with restricted
mobility use the bathroom on
a day-to-day basis more easily
without having to compromise its
aesthetic appeal? Through the
use of a walk-in shower, seating
and ample room to maneuver,
for example. The timelessly
elegant accessories add a touch
of splendor while also offering
assistance. Soap Dispenser with
Integrated Shelf and Shower
Basket are installed within the
shower area, and easy to reach.
Thanks to the clearly identifiable
buttons on the Axor ShowerSelect
SoftCube Thermostatic 2-Function
Trim, the showerhead and
handshower can be operated
intuitively at the push of a button.

[3]

[1] Hooks — to ensure robe and other items
are within reach
[2] Soap Dispenser with Integrated Shelf
and the Shower Basket with built-in drain
holes allow for additional storage space —
to make daily showering easier
[3] Towel Bar/Rail installed on both sides of
the shower enclosure or shower door — for
hanging the bath towel on or opening and
closing the door
[4] Axor ShowerSelect SoftCube
Thermostatic 2-Function Trim —
for easy operation of showerhead
and handshower

Axor Universal Accessories
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When two individuals share a bathroom, each can enjoy their own customized
solution. For example, both can customize their own area near the bathtub. For
example: A his-and-hers wellness area.

[1] Towel Bar, Medium — practically positioned next to the bathtub
[2] Towel Bar/Rail, Short — each person enjoys personal shelf space on the small rail combined with
other accessories — this can be kept minimalistic or stocked with lots of items
[3] Hooks — plenty of space for towels, bathrobes etc.
[4] Axor Urquiola Freestanding Tub Filler — with thermostatic temperature controls, guaranteeing the
perfect temperature to suit everyone

[1]

[4]

[2]

/ Customized /
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[2]

[3]
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The Axor Universal Accessories collection also offers aesthetically attractive and practical
options for bidets and toilets: All products can be installed within reach, while individuallypositioned shelves provide a wide variety of design options. If more customization is
needed, faucets and accessories can be refined with exclusive custom finishing from Axor
Manufaktur custom service team — for example, the polished gold optik finish shown below.

[1] Hooks — for towels near the bidet
[2] Towel Bar/Rail, Medium — combined with Soap Dispenser with Integrated Shelf and asymmetrically-installed
Shelf — the Toilet Paper Holder is integrated in a way that is both practical and attractive
[3] Shelves — mounted directly onto the wall — for both personal and decorative items
[4] Toilet Brush with Holder — extravagant in a custom finish
[5] Axor Citterio Single-Hole Bidet Faucet — faucet and accessories form a cohesive overall impression

[2]
[1]

[5]

/ Extravagant /
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[3]

[4]
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The Axor Universal Accessories collection can also add comfort and
beauty to your kitchen! They offer you plenty of design freedom when
organizing your kitchen, not to mention quick access to key utensils,
herbs or spices.

[1]

[2]

[5]
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/ For Your Kitchen /

[3]

[4]

[1] Towel Bar/Rail, Medium and Tumbler — for hanging small towels on
and for conveniently positioning kitchen utensils
[2] Soap Dispenser with Integrated Shelf — used here as a dishsoap
dispenser, can be easily operated with one hand, thanks to the
ergonomic handle design
[3] Towel Bar/Rail, Medium with Shelves — for herb pots, spices, etc.;
can be repositioned or moved whenever needed
[4] Towel Bar/Rail, Short — for neatly storing kitchen utensils
[5] Axor Citterio M 2-Hole Kitchen Faucet

Axor Universal Accessories
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Designing a comfortable, distinctive bathroom has never been easier. An exclusive finish adds aesthetic value
and a touch of individuality. A sparkling gold finish, or even an enigmatic black, can bring a touch of elegance
to the bathroom. The custom finishes below (marked with an asterisk) are available exclusively by special order
from the Axor Manufaktur custom service team for the Axor Universal Accessories products below.

Brushed Chrome*

Polished Gold Optik*

Polished Red Gold*

Brushed Red Gold*

*Available exclusively by custom order from the Axor Manufaktur custom service team for the products shown above

Brushed Gold Optik*

Chrome

The custom finishes are manufactured using the environmentally-friendly PVD method. They are notable for their
high scratch resistance, durable surface sheen and high resistance to cleaning agents and corrosion, so they
will stand the test of time.

Brushed Nickel

Polished Nickel*

Brushed Black Chrome*

Polished Black Chrome*

/ Special Finishes /
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Polished Bronze*

Brushed Bronze*

Axor Universal Accessories
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Tumbler
For wall mounting & mounting on a rail
Part no. 42834, -000, -820

Soap Dish
For wall mounting & mounting on a rail
Part no. 42803, -000, -820

Soap Dispenser with Integrated Shelf
For wall mounting & mounting on a rail
(6 oz bottle capacity)
Part no. 42819, -000, -820

Shelf (length: 12 inches)
For wall mounting & mounting on a rail
Part no. 42838, -000, -820

Shower Basket
For wall mounting & mounting on a rail
Part no. 42802, -000, -820

Towel Bar/Rail, Short (length: 14.5 inches)
Part no. 42830, -000, -820
Mounting Set for Two-Sided
Glass Installation (not shown)
Part no. 42841000

Towel Bar/Rail, Medium (length: 27 inches)
Part no. 42832, -000, -820
Mounting Set for Two-Sided
Glass Installation (not shown)
Part no. 42841000

Towel Bar/Rail, Long (length: 35 inches)
Part no. 42833, -000, -820
Mounting Set for Two-Sided
Glass Installation (not shown)
Part no. 42841000

Measurements given above are approximate. To download specification sheets with exact measurements, please visit www.hansgrohe-usa.com.

/ Product Overview /
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Dual Towel Bar (length: 16 inches)
Arms can be swivelled independently
Part no. 42821, -000, -820

Hook
Part no. 42801, -000, -820

Toilet Paper Holder
For wall mounting & mounting in
combination with a soap dish or shelf,
mirror-inverted installation is also possible
Part no. 42836, -000, -820

Toilet Brush with Holder
For wall mounting
Part no. 42835, -000, -820

Modular Adaptor Set
- For installing an accessory on a rail
- For combining toilet paper holder with
shelf or soap dish
Part no. 42870, -000, -820

Back Covers for Rails (2 Pieces)
For optional installation of rails,
where the back rail is omitted
Part no. 42871, -000, -820

Mounting Set for Two-Sided Glass Installation
Part no. 42841000

You can find more information on the Axor Universal Accessories collection on the Hansgrohe website at www.hansgrohe-usa.com.

Axor Universal Accessories
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Is there a perfect combination of accessories? Yes, because essentially any combination you might desire
is one that can be created. Anyone can use the Axor Universal Accessories products to define their own
concept of luxury in the bathroom. Here are some examples of combinations.
Here’s how it works:
— T he accessories can be installed individually on the wall, or mounted to a rail.
— When mounted to a rail, accessories can be moved or repositioned whenever or wherever required.
— A dditional accessories can be added at a later date.
— Installing a Rail with a variety of accessories is easy: All you need is to simply mount the rail. No other holes in the wall are needed.
— For each accessory placed on a rail, 1 Modular Adaptor Set is required.
(There is one exception: 2 Modular Adaptor Sets (#42870xx0) are needed for the shelf, but only 1 Modular Adaptor Set is required
when Shelf is installed asymmetrically)

Tumbler

Shelf

Modular Adaptor Set

Towel Bar/Rail,
Medium

Modular Adaptor Set

The Axor Universal Accessories products
are high-quality chrome-plated with accents
of mirrored glass or white glass. The glass
is hygienic, scratch-resistant and easy to
clean — the white glass elements, such as
the Tumbler and Shower Basket, are even
dishwasher-safe.

/ Combination Examples /
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[1]

[4]

Towel Bar/Rail, Small plus Shelf — Asymmetrical placement of the

Towel Bar/Rail, Small plus Toilet Paper Holder and Shelf —

shelf on a rail. Only 1 Modular Adaptor Set is required when

Elegant asymmetrical combination of multiple functional items.

mounting the Shelf asymmetrically.

2 Modular Adaptor Sets are required.

[2]

[5]

Towel Bar/Rail, Medium plus Shelf and Soap Dispenser with

Shelf with Toilet Paper Holder (2x) — Triple function:

Integrated Shelf — 3 Modular Adaptor Sets are required.

2 Modular Adaptor Sets are required. One toilet paper holder is
installed mirror-inverted.

[3]

[6]

Towel Bar/Rail, Medium plus Shelf, Soap Dish, and Tumbler —

Toilet Paper Holder and Soap Dish — Space-saving combination for

Everything is within reach and in one place with this multi-functional

the guest bathroom. 1 Modular Adaptor Set is required.

combination. 4 Modular Adaptor Sets are required.
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